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ON THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ZEROES
AND THE LIMIT-POINT PROBLEM

JURANG YAN

(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. For the oscillatory equation x"(t) + q(t)x(t) = 0 , we prove some

new results on the distance between consecutive zeroes and answer the questions

raised by Everitt, Giertz and Weidmann [3] and by Patula [5] respectively and

show that a counterexample given by Butler and Rao [1] is incorrect.

We are concerned with the differential equation

(1) jc"(i)+ «(')*(') = 0

where q(t) is a real-valued function defined on [a ,00) (a > 0) and is locally

integrable. A solution of ( 1 ) is said to be oscillatory if the set of its zeroes

is not bounded. Since the equation is linear homogeneous, if one solution is

oscillatory, all are, and hence we can say the equation is oscillatory. Equation

(1) is called limit point, if at least one solution x(t) £ 7 [a,00). If any two

linearly independent (and thus all) solutions are square integrable, ( 1 ) is called

limit circle. See [2, Ch. 9] for a description of the basic theory.

Let q+(t) = ma\(q(t) ,0). In [5] the following theorem was established.

Theorem (Patula [5]). Suppose q+(t) G Lp[a,00), 1 < p < 00. If (I) is oscilla-

tory and if x(t) is any solution, then the distance between consecutive zeros of

x(t) must become infinite.

As a corollary, Patula proved that if q+(t) G Lp[Q,oo), 1 < p < 00, then (1)

is in the limit point classification.

The purpose of this paper is to present some new results regarding this subject;

in particular, we answer respectively the questions raised by Everitt, Giertz and

Weidmann [3] and by Patula [5].

The following lemma [4, p. 345] will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1

in this paper.
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Lemma 1. A necessary condition for any solution x(t) of (I) to have two zeroes

in [a, b] is that
rb 4

q+(t)dt> —

Theorem 1. Suppose that

fJa

(2) lim sup
t+s

ô /i+o q+(s)ds <4

for all S > 0. If x(t) is an oscillatory solution of (I), then the distance between

consecutive zeroes of x(t) must become infinite.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that (1) has a solution x(t) with its sequence

of zeroes {tn}^Lx which has a subsequence {tn}^Lx suchthat 0 < t -tn <

ô < oo for some ô and all k . An application of Lemma 1 implies that

/.

'"/i+i   + 4
q (s) ds >

71* + ] »k

for any k . Thus we have that

ô ¡"k+] q+(s)ds>4,        foralU.

This obviously contradicts (2), and the proof of the theorem is complete.

Theorem 2. Suppose that there is a ô0 > 0 such that

rt+âo

(3) lim /       q+(s)ds = 0.

If( 1 ) is oscillatory and x(t) is any solution, then the distance between consecutive

zeroes of x(t) must become infinite.

The proof of this theorem will require the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Suppose that the nonnegative function f(t) is locally integrable on

[a, oo). If there is a S0 > 0 such that

r'+So

(4) lim  /       f(s)ds = 0.
l^ooJt

Then for any S > 0,

rl+â

(5) lim /      f(s)ds = 0.
Í—oo J,

Proof. If S < SQ, proof of the lemma will be trivial.  Suppose S > ôQ, then

there exists a positive integer k such that kS0 > ô . Thus

rl+â k-\      „í + (,+ l)á„

/     f(s)ds<¿2 f(s)ds.
Jt , = 0 7+fán
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Let t(■ — t + iô0 , i = 0,1 , ... ,k - I , then

/■!+(/+l)<So /•T,-+<5o

lim / f(s)ds= lim   /        f(s)ds = 0.
>-*°° Jt+iô0 T<^°° Jx,

Consequently

"t+S Tc-l rr,+S0

0 < lim /      /(í) rfí < y lim   /        /(í) rfs = 0.
'->007 ^r'^°%

The lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 2. From (3) and Lemma 2 we get that

rl+ô

lim J /      q+(s)ds = 0'^°° 7
for any 5 > 0. Using Theorem 1, we know that if x(t) is any solution, then the

distance between consecutive zeroes of x(t) must become infinite. The proof

of this theorem is, therefore, complete.

Remark. Theorem 2 improves [5, Theorem 2].

Example. Let q(t) = l/lnt, t > 1 . For some ¿0 > 0

r,+S0   dsf
hm /

t^coj,
0.

In 5

By Theorem 2, we know that the distance between zeroes of any solution x(t)

tends to infinity, as t —► oo. But, for any /?>l,ln/<r'p,f>l, hence

/2°° ds/ lnp 5 > /2°° ds/yfs = oo . Thus we may find that Theorem 2 in [5] is not

applicable to this equation since 1/lnZ ^ 7p[a,oo), p > 1 .

Theorem 3. Suppose that 0 < p < oo, and for a constant S0 > 0

(6) lim  /       q+(s)pds = 0.
<^°°Jt

If x(t) is any oscillatory solution of (I), then the distance between consecutive

zeroes of x(t) must become infinite.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a solution x(t) of (1) with its

sequence of zeroes {tn}^Lx , which has a subsequence {tn)°^=x suchthat

*<'«.,-'«**>       k = \,2,...\

Now, we distinguish two cases.

Case 1.  p > 1 . By Lemma 1 and the Holder inequality

4<(/„t+i-^rv(^

V'h J

/ \ 1/p
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where l/p + l/y - 1, which contradicts (6) and Lemma 2.

Case 2.  0 < p < 1 . Let

Ex(t) = {s:q+(s)< 1, sG(t,t + ô0)},

E2(t) = {s:q+(s)> 1, sG(t,t + ôQ)},

and for any Lebesgue measurable set 7, mE is its Lebesgue measure. Thus

(7) f" °q+(s)ds= í q+(s)ds+ [ q+(s)ds.
Ji Je¡ Je2

It is easy to show by (6) that lim^^ mE2(t) — 0. Using this fact, we know that

for any e > 0, there exists Tx > a such that for all t > Tx fE q+(s) ds < e/2.

On the other hand by applying (6), we can conclude that there exists T2 > a

such that

/   q+(s)ds< q+(s)pds<2       for all t > T2 .

Thus, noting (7), we obtain that

/t+60 q+(s)ds <£

for every t > T = max(7(, 72). Now applying Theorem 2, we see that the

distance between consecutive zeroes of x(t) approaches infinity as t approaches

infinity.

To obtain limit point result, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3 (Patula and Wong [6]). Let (I) be the limit circle. Then (1) is oscilla-

tory and the distance between consecutive zeroes of any solution tends to zero as

t —» oo.

Corollary. Suppose that for ô0 > 0

ri+oo

/       Q (s)ds
'Jt

t+So

lim  /       qT(s)ds = 0,
/—>oo

then ( 1 ) is in the limit point classification.

Proof. We suppose the contrary, that ( 1 ) is limit circle. Let x(t) be any solution

of (1). By Lemma 3, x(/) is oscillatory and the distance between consecutive

zeroes of x(t) tends to zero, as / —> oo. However, Theorem 2 means that if x(t)

is oscillatory, the distance between consecutive zeroes must become unbounded.

This is a contradiction. Thus equation (1) must be limit point.

Remark. By Theorem 3 and Corollary, we know that

(i) Suppose q+(t) G Lp[a, oo), 0 < p < 1 , and if x(t) is oscillatory solu-

tion,    then   the   distance   between   consecutive   zeroes   of    x(t)

becomes infinite;

(ii)  If q+(t) G L"[a, oo), 0 < p < 1 , then (1) is limit point.
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Thus we answer completely the questions raised by Everitt, Giertz and

Weidmann [3] and by Patula [5] respectively. For Patula's question, a nega-

tive answer has been given in [1]. Our results imply that the counterexample of

[1] is incorrect.
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